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Relax. Refresh. Socialize. Work.  
In both education and in the work place, the cafeteria/café/break room 
spaces are designed to bring students and co-workers together in a safe, 
inclusive and welcoming environment to work, study, relax, share and 
integrate their experiences.  

The transformation of the school cafeteria from a “place to eat your lunch” 
to a “cool place to hang out” has made the cafeteria a “place to be”.  
Students want to hang out there. The restaurant feel of many of these 
new spaces makes students want to hang out a little longer.  Benefits that 
schools are realizing from greater participation in the cafeteria space are 
increased revenue from the food service area and the disappearance of 
the stigma for free and reduced lunch program students.

The cafeteria-commons provides a comfortable, relaxed, quiet space for 
social interaction, study or just a place to  “un-plug.” It is also frequently 
employed as an extension of the classroom.  Users of your space will 
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Not just furniture.
Need a little help planning your café, cafeteria or break 
room space?  Want to see what it looks like with the 
furniture in it?  Would you like our CAD blocks so 
you can draw your own plans? mediatechnologies 
offers 2D and 3D space planning and we can make 
our CAD blocks available to you.  Let us help you plan 
the space that you want.  Heck, if you like the space, 
maybe you’ll buy our furniture too.  It’s really good 
furniture.  You will really like it.  We will be really happy 
when you buy it, too.

Use mediatechnologies and anyspace Café as 
your resources for an incredible cafeteria space.

C
afeteria

need to be able to arrange and customize the space to meet their 
immediate needs.  Flexibility and mobility are key ingredients of a 
multi-use facility.  

Our anyspace Café Brochure is designed to provide you with 
useful ideas for populating your cafeteria, café and break room 
spaces to meet the diverse personality styles of your individuals, 
teams and groups.  Our range of lounge and mobile furniture gives 
you loads of possibilities that will keep your commons space fresh 
and functional for years to come. 

mediatechnologies can help you plan and integrate power and 
connectivity options in many of our furniture items so your users can 
be connected as individuals or as a group.   We offer many in-surface 
and external connectivity options.
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In the moments preceding the storm there was calm.  Though the moments were fleeting, their effect on the soul was 
immeasurable. Her soul needed it today. She opened her eyes and glanced down. There, on the easy-to-clean scuffed 
tile floor, a clever-looking chair was out of place.  Romak. It stood askew from the orderly rows of tables and chairs 

purposefully prepared for the day. 

There it stood.  It seemed a little defiant.  She felt a little defiant.  It was a sturdy and inviting chair. For the moment, it was 
her sturdy and inviting chair. Romak was a refuge where she could muster the courage to face the impending storm.  
It was sanctuary.  

She rounded the counter and slipped into its firm 7-ply shell.  She knew Romak’s vibrant high-pressure laminate finish 
would stand up to anything that they could throw at it and still look great.  As she sat back, she noticed her uniform had 
become a little tight across the hips.  She’ll get right back on track tomorrow she vowed with temporary conviction. As 
she closed her eyes, she hardly noticed that Romak’s beautiful polished chrome legs gave absolutely no indication of her 
added girth.  She took in a deep, cleansing breath and exhaled slowly.   Instantly, she was transported to a place in 
her mind where…

The shattering clang of the first lunch bell was like a bucket of cold water in her face. The storm had arrived 
with a thunderous roar.  With apron loosely tied, she grasped for her serving spoon.

It was mac-n-cheese day at Normaltown South Middle School.

Where will Romak take you?

Romak Escape
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Featured in Gators Cafeteria
Left:
Derby mobile flip-top tables with Romak chairs (foreground), 
Cirrus curved café-height tables with Bella stools and Full Time 
30˚ curve ottomans, Timetable occasional tables, Rally mobile 
flip-top tables with Romak chairs (background), Peadique café 
tables with Carlo upholstered stools, Shirley booth seating with 
Derby tables, elements® track-mounted counter with Romak 
stools and Oscar trash receptacles with tray shelf. 

Above:
Cirrus curved café-height tables with Bella stools and Full Time 
30˚ curve ottomans, Timetable occasional tables, Shirley booth 
seating with Derby tables and Romak chairs. 

Below:
Derby mobile flip-top café-height tables with Romak stools 
(foreground), Cirrus curved café-height tables with Bella stools,  
Peadique café tables with Carlo upholstered stools, Shirley 
booth seating with Derby tables.

C
afeteria
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Wildcat Cafeteria
The Wildcat cafeteria is a great example of a multi-use cafeteria 
space. Furniture selections have created possibilities for its use as 
a collaboration space, an extension of the classroom and a cool 
place to hang out as well as a dining space.

Left:
Pocket curved café counter seating with backless Platform 
stools and custom-logo Orbit tables, Milestone café-height 
tables with backless Platform stools, Milestone mobile flip-top 
tables with Slide chairs, Ad Lib Riser seating, Sisi booth seating 
with Milestone tables, Oscar waste receptacles with tray and  
Downtown tables with custom-logo Slide stools.

Lower Left:
Milestone mobile flip-top tables with Slide chairs,Oscar waste 
receptacles with tray and Downtown tables with custom-logo 
Slide stools.

Below:
Toadstool seating with Milestone café-height tables, Sisi 
booth seating with Milestone tables, Milestone mobile flip-top 
tables with Slide chairs, Pocket curved café counter seating 
with backless Platform stools and custom-logo Orbit tables, 
Milestone café-height tables with backless Platform stools, Ad 
Lib riser seating and Oscar waste receptacles with tray.

C
afeteria
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Above
Shirley booths line the walls of Waverly High School Cafeteria, accompanied by fixed base 
Grootables and vibrant fixed-base Toadstools, with two free-standing Toadstools for ADA 
compliant accessibility. 

Below: 
Falcon Ridge Elementary Cafeteria shows Rockford crescent tables with Romak chairs, Derby 
racetrack tables with Romak chairs and Derby round tables with Half Time curve benches.
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C
afeteria

Above:
Derby racetrack tables with Romak chairs, Rockford crescent table with Romak chairs 
and Derby round tables with Half Time curve benches (background).

Below:
Fixed-base Grootables accompanied by fixed-base Toadstools (foreground).
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C
aféCafé Environments:

Bring the right amount of style and comfort to any café space with Smile and Arc seating.

Left: 
Smile Stools line a cafe-height counter, Smile chairs are shown with square Orbit tables 
and Full Time square ottomans with Orbit round tables.

Bottom Left: 
Arc chairs with upholstered seats are paired with round Orbit tables; Arc stools with 
upholstered seats are shown with café-height, square Orbit tables (background). 

Bottom Right:
Smile stools and chairs with square Orbit tables.
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Food Court Style
The food court, which gained popularity in malls all 
across the country, has become a popular dining area 
style on college and university campuses.

Above: 

Fixed-base Grootables with Push Pop stools, 
Peadique tables with Arc stools, Sisi free-standing 
booths with fixed-base Grootables. 
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Above: 
Orbit tables with Arc chairs, Shirley booths with Orbit tables 
and Push Pop stools, Orbit café table with Arc stools.

Below:
Foreground: Duo Café Counter seating with Duo Connector 
stools, Duo Connector table, Orbit table, Push Pop stools 
and Full Time mobile round ottomans.

Background: Fixed-base Grootables with Push Pop stools, 
Peadique tables with Arc stools, Sisi free-standing booths with 
fixed-base Grootables. 

Food C
ourt
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Red Viking Café Commons.
Often, commons spaces are accompanied by relaxed food and drink restrictions.  The casual and flexible 
nature of commons spaces make the incorporation of café and cafeteria spaces an obvious option.  We can 
help make your café commons into a “destination” space.   

Above:
elements® counters with Toadstool seating, Derby tables with Full Time round ottomans and Bella 
chairs, Shirley booths with Derby tables and Bella chairs.
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Your Café Commons Space
Whether your café commons space is a large, dedicated or multi-use area 
or a nook carved out of a library space, we can help you bring it to its fullest 
potential.  Through creative furniture solutions and space planning expertise, 
we are dedicated to your satisfaction and success.  

Below:
Derby X-base round tables with Full Time round ottomans make an inviting 
and comfortable space for collaborating or socializing in this café space.

C
afé C

om
m

ons
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Crumbles Food Court Café
Creating a “restaurant feel” is a key ingredient to encour-
aging users to feel comfortable and stick around a little 
longer in the food service areas.  The result is a great look-
ing space and a higher ROI for the food service sector!

Above: 

GTX Community café-height tables with Bella stools, 
Stance X-base tables with Full Time round mobile 
ottomans, Shirley booth seating with Stance tables and 
Bella chairs, Stance café-height tables with Bella stools, 
Oscar trash receptacle and custom service counter.
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Food C
ourt

Banners and Signage:
Signage and banners can really help reinforce 
a theme, create a mood and convey your 
message.  We can help you with banners and 
signage for your space.  Contact us to discuss 
your requirements.

Below:
Stance tables with Bella chairs, Stance café 
tables with Bella stools, custom column wrap 
table with Carlo stools, Engage armless 
lounge chairs, decorative column banners.
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Break Room. Hospitality Room. Lounge.
A comfortable, relaxed, quiet place to “un-plug” from the rigors of 
whatever it is that surrounds you.  An oasis.  Refuel.  Refresh.  The break 
room is a place to...well, take a break. 

Above: 

Custom counter with Bella stools, Standard Casegoods (do we make 
standard casegoods?  Heck yes!) Background: Engage lounge chair.

Right: 

Orbit tables with Hannah chairs, Peadique café-height tables with 
Hannah stools, elements® Take 5 modular track-mounted casegoods, 
Oscar waste receptacle.

Top Right:
Orbit tables with Hannah chairs, Pocket curved seating, Timetable 
occasional table, Duo Lounge seating, Duo connector table Full Time 
rectangular ottomans, elements® Take 5 modular track-mounted 
casegoods.
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C
om

m
ons Lounge

Commons Lounge
The Commons Lounge is a comfortable place for gathering, collaborating, 
getting things done and socializing. The furniture selections provide lots of flexible 
opportunities for groups without neglecting the need for a little “alone time”.

Left: 
Deuce lounge and café counter groupings with Duo connector stools and 
Toadstool seating, Deuce lounge seating with Orbit tables and Engage lounge 
chairs with tablet arm.

Below Left: 
elements® counter with Slide stool seating, Deuce lounge seating with Orbit 
tables Full Time ottomans and  Engage lounge chairs with tablet arm.

Below:
Deuce lounge and café counter groupings with Duo connector stools and 
Toadstool seating, Deuce lounge seating with Orbit tables, Engage lounge 
chairs with tablet arm and elements® counter with Slide stools.
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Custom Signage
Create the mood, communicate your message, motivate, educate…do it with signage.

We can help you communicate your special theme with our signage offerings.  Choose from our range of popular colors and color themes. 
We will add your message to provide an impactful consistent statement in your café/cafeteria environment. Download our custom signage 
guide at mediatechnologies.com

Enhance school spirit with your school colors, mascot, slogan or nickname.  Contact us to find out how we can incorporate your school 
spirit art into your signage program.

Choose from our assortment of wall signs, ceiling banners and column banners.

Add Your Custom Signature
mediatechnologies can help you give your space a special custom flair. Use our colors or the colors of your school or 
organization to create custom signage.  We can add mascots and in some cases, your custom art to our line of wall mount 
signs, ceiling banners and column banners to convey your very impactful statement. Custom logos applied to podiums have 
been very popular.  We can even have special custom laminate made to incorporate your logo or message into table tops, chair 
shells and other furniture surfaces.  Contact us to learn how we can help you put together your custom package.

Custom Laminate
Do you want your custom art incorporated into your shell seating, table tops or other 
furniture?  We can make that happen for you.  Custom laminate can be applied 
to table tops and the backs of your chair shells.  Contact us to learn about our 
requirements for custom laminates.

Custom Logo Decals
Even your furniture can communicate your theme.

Add your custom art (logos, mascots, etc.) to your café furniture.  A durable vinyl decal of your custom 
art can be placed  on podiums, rolling carts, condiment and waste receptacle stations. Contact us to 
learn how we can create custom vinyl decals of your art.
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S
ign it!

Wall Mount Signs

But first...

BREAKFAST

47” x 23” 
SGN-WLM4723

NUTRITION
Choose healthy. Live well.

72” x 36”
SGN-WLM7236

AWESOME
LUNCH

23” x 23”
SGN-WLM2323

Café
TIGER TOWN

30” x 14”
SGN-WLM3014-OVAL

Café
TIGER TOWN

30” x 14”
SGN-CEL3014-OVAL

Ceiling Banners

Learning today for a successful tomorrow.
SHELBY TIGERS

72” x 18”
SGN-CEL7218

TIGERS
24” x 44”
SGN-CEL2444

Column Banners

TIGERS

24” x 44”
SGN-COL2444R-BLADE

TIGERS
24” x 44”
SGN-COL2444-RECT

BE ACTIVE!

36” x 36”
SGN-WLM3636

*Art shown is for example only.
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Full Time 
Mobile

Toadstool
30” with 
footring

Toadstool
25” with
footring

Toadstool
20”

Half Time 
Bench

Full Time  
30º Curve

Carlo
Stool

Platform
Chair

Platform
Stool

Platform
Backless 
Stool

Push Pop
20”

Push Pop
25” with
footring

Push Pop
30” with 
footring

Slide 
Stool

Bella
Stool

Bella
Chair

Slide  
Mobile

Slide 
Chair

Romak
Chair

Romak 
Stool

Hannah 
Stool

Smile
Stool

Arc
Stool

Hannah 
Chair

Smile 
Chair

Arc
Chair

Hannah 
Mobile

Full Time 
Square
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Pocket Café Counter 
Curved Lounge 

Duo LoungeShirley Booth 

Engage Ad Lib
2-Tier

Ad Lib
3-Tier

Engage 
Armless

Deuce Café Counter

Duo Café Counter

Deuce Lounge

Engage 
Tablet Arm

Pocket Lounge
Curved 

Sisi Booth

Duo  
Connector Stool

Duo  
Connector Table

P
airings
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Orbit  
Occasional

Timetable
Round

Derby Café 
X-Base

Derby
X-base

Timetable
Square

Orbit Café Peadique

Milestone
X-base

DowntownCirrus Curve

Rally
TT Mobile Flip-top

elements is a track-mounted 
comprehensive and flexible 
countertop & casegoods system.  
This system is amazing - see how 
elements works.  Watch the video
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Condiment StationOscar
Trash Receptacle
with Tray

Stance
X-base

Stance
T-base Mobile

Oscar
Trash Receptacle

GTX Community

Orbit
Double Disc Base

Derby
T-base

Grootable
Fixed base

Milestone
T-base Mobile

transition is a track-mounted, expandable shelving system with the flexibility to: 
• add and rearrange shelves without tools
• add doors, drawers, sliding marker boards and coat hooks
• reconfigure and expand as your needs change

P
airings



892 Industrial Park Drive
Shelby, MI 49455
P: 231.861.2194
F: 231.861.6678
www.mediatechnologies.com
sales@mediatechnologies.com

Café 181203

®

www.mediatechnologies.com

I bet you liked what you saw.


